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In July of 1951， Prof. T. Ueki of the Toyama University sent me some recent diatoms 

collected from Mikuriga-ike which is a smal1 crater lake on the Tateyama vo1cano. It is to 

be desired to know what spεcies of diatoms occur in this water of the high mountain. 

In the summer of 1955， Mr. S. Fujii of the same university geological1y investigated the 

Jigoku valley， and he sent me several specimens of sulphur deposit collected in this valIey. 

Thereafter， he has also continued to investigate into geology of this valley. The sulphur 

deposit near a stream from which was collected samples is distinctly stratified as many 

seams， and is made up into banc1ed layers which c1iffer in both thickness and colour. 111. 

general， the ∞lours of layers are whitish gray， but some of which are inserted betweem 

them dark. Fujii c1esires to make an occurrence of these layers c1ear geologically and micro岨

palaeontological1y. 

In October of 1955， Mr二K.Kojima who is an a部 istantin the Faculty of Sdence， the 

Kanazawa University made a survey of the Tateyama vo1cano， and he collected some 

specimens from Mikuriga-ike and 011e of smal1 pools 011 Tengu-c1aira which is a plateu 

composed of a11desite flows. 

The Jigoku valley lies between from 2，300 to 2，400 m above the sea level and it is a 

part of the low valley which belongs to the upper course of the River Shomyo. The word 

Jigoku of the val1ey derived from a Buddhist phrase meaning torment. 111 the Jigol王u

valley， like many others of its type i11 Japan， the solfataric c011dition is sti1l active and 

fumaroles are found in many places. 

1 wish to render grateful ack11owlec1gment to Prof. T. Ueki who sent me usefull 

specime11s ; to Mr. S. Fujii who cooperated with me i11 this work; to Mr二K.Kojima for 

his trouble in bringing several specimens to our laboratory. 

Topography and Geology 

The Jigoku valley and its neighbourhood are a eastern part of the Tateyama vo1cano. 

The valley is a low grou11d which was formed by explosions of the Tateyama vo1cano， and 

this extends laterally about 700m from east to west and 300 m from north to south. The 

running waters have eroded this basin， and now the chief four streams becOll1.e one and 
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flow in the direction of NE cutting a ravine. The ravine stream becomes the head-water of 

the River Shomyo which is a branch of the River Joganji. 

Mikur抱a-ike1ies on the western side along the road from the Murodo hut to the Jigoku 

val1ey. It is 1 km round， and a smal1 cra士erfi1led up with water. The bed rocks of this 

place are composed of the Hida g日eissand intrusive granitic rocks， and出eyare superficially 

covered by some sheets of lava. This fact shows distinctly near the western part of the 

Tateyama vo1cano. Accoτding to the data of T. Otsuka a.'1d M. Ueno (1951)， the sheets of 

lava amOunt to severaI in number， and a11 the lavas are Iithologically augite andesite. 

A sedimentary sulphur deposit occurs in the north-eastern low ground of the Jigoku 

valley. The deposit is still believed to have been precipitated originally in the activity 

of sulphuric gases since the last lava flow， but to have been enriched at a later stage by 

aqueous soIution. 

According to Otsuka and Ueno， the deposits in the valley are separatβd into two typ己sby 

their occurrences. One is a sedimentary deposit， and the other旬 isa sub1imation deposit. 

Fujii points out that the area are buried under snow for 9 months in乳 year (from 

October to June of the next year). Spring has come and snow begins to melt. The water 

runs from west to east along the land slope， and thus materials which were eroded every 

year cぽ ryand deposit on the eastern side of the area many banded layers. 1n the Jigoku 

valley， the earth heat amounts to considerable quantity， and this is connected with the 

occurrences of many small faults which am found in the deposits here and there. 

The sublimation deposit ocupies the eastern part of the Oyama hut， and extends over 

about 250 m from east to west and about 100 m from south to north. In this place， there 

are many smaIl or large fumaroles， and some of these are still active固 Thetotal numbεr 

of fumalo1es is close upon two hundred including twenty active ones. 

The sedimentary deposit lies on a f1at land near a swamp where the water runs from 

east to west， and its extent re呂chesabout 130m in and about 230m in length. This 

is an elliptical sulphur deposit which is elong乱総dnearly in the direction of NE-SW. Fujii 

points out that the banded muddy layers are composed of two different types in situ; one 

is a bluish gray.black thin silt or c1ay lamina (0幽 1-2mmin thickness)， and the other a 

yellowish white thi 
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Text-figur・ε1

A rough sketch of th巴 Jigokuvalley， Tateyama volcano， Japan 

(Text時figureafter Otsuka， Ueno and Fujii) 

①・・・③ The positions upon which the samples are b足元日巴c1.

x Th日 situationgooc1 for breeding many alga巴

Investigation of Material日

AI1 materials which 1 was received from Fujii are divided into two main classes; one is 

fine muddy sediments， but others are some algae in the stream and water of the thermal 

spring. The sediments contain a large quantity of sulphur. 

For the purpose of microscopical examination， firstly sulphur contents must be removed 

from the materials. As the best method of sulphur removal， 1 made use of Soxhlet's 

extractor. 1n this case， first a fixed quantity of material is tied up in a filter但paper，and it 

is put in the ex仕actor，and then it is treat吋 bya vapour of some carbon bisulphide. After 

that， the remains stilI more is treated by some suIphuric acid， and washed away several 

times， and at last dried up in a thermostat. 

Another materials like algae and suspended materials in the thermal spring are also 

treated by some sulphuric acid. That which contain many organic matters is burnt in a 

electric furnace， and then washed away several times， and treated by acid and dried up as 

described above. 

The samples which was collected in my hand from the Jigoku vaIley and its neighbour-‘ 
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hood are divided into four main c1asses as folIows : 

(1) Subfossi1 diatoms in the sulphur-bearing sediments. 

(a) Diatoms in the bluish gray or black muddy sediments. 

(b) Diatoms in the yello''ilish white si1ty sediments. 

(2) Diatoms in the thermal spring・

(3) Diatoms in the water of Mikuriga-ike。

(4) Diatoms in the water of a pool on Tengu-daira. 

The habitats of the above mentioned diatoms belong to the mountain region Iying about 

2.300-2.400m abov，εthe sea level. This fact is of deεp interest iロ comparisonwith those 

Iiving in such an open field as the Toyama plane. But 1 think that such lower organIsm as 

diatoms釦 easilyadapt themselves to its natural enviroment where they 1ive that we cannot 

simply find such differences on their froms in every habitat. At present the problem remains 

unanswered， but the future will find a key to it In the minute observation of their species 

and varieties. 

Habitat呂 ofSp記icies

(1) Subfossil diatoms in the sulphur七earingsediments. 

The sublimation deposit occurs near fumaroles in beds of porous vo1canic ash. This is 

unusual1y high-grade In quantity of sulphur， and has directly no relation to other aquous 

sediments In this area. 

The sulphur-bearing sediment has been formed by simple precipitation in a hot crater 

lake. 1n this water， microorganisms live and die， and at last their rεmains accumulated in 

the bottom of the water mingled with other materials. 

Diatoms have lived in the water of this valley. Therefore， we can find them in both the 

pr田entwater and the previous deposit of this valley. The sulphur-bearing sediment is 

divided into two classes as already said. Subfossil diatoms are mostly found in one class 

which includes the bluish gray or black muddy sediments。

(a) Diatoms in the bluish gray or black muddy sediments. 

1n these sediments， the followIng species are found. (Tεxt-figure 2) 

Pinnularia braunii (GRUN.) CLEVE VaJ二 anψhiceρhala(A. MAYER) HUST. Dominant. 

M elosira islandica O. MULL. Dominant. 

Caloneis bacillum (GRUN.) CLEVE Rare. 

(b) Diatoms in the yellowish white silty sediments. 

In this case， the number of species can not be訂 comparisonwith the number of the 

above materiaL The fol1owing one species is rarely found. 

Pinnularia braunii (GRUN.) CLEVE var. anψhicePhala (A. MAYER) HUST. Rare. 

(2) Diatoms in the thermal spring. 

Mineral waters coll邑ctedfrom the thermal spring by Fujii contaIn some suspended 

impurities. The most part of them composεd of a clod of sulphur in which diatoms are 

frequently found. 
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TexHigure 2 

1， 2. Pinnularia braunii (GRUN.) CLEVE var.曲目!thicethala(A. MAYER) HUST. 

3. M elosira islandica O. MULL. 

4. Caloneis bacillum (GRUN.) MERE弓CHK.var. inconstantissima (GRUN.) A. CLEVE 

The Fusaji hut admits a thermal spring generating from a land heat of the up伊 rvalIey. 

According to Fuiii， the temperature of the thermal water shows 780C and the pH-value 2.8 

in the morning of the 10 th， October， 1955. 1n these samples， diatoms are veηT smal1 in 

number， and only one species. 

Pinnularia braunii (GRUN.) CLEVE var. amρhicゆhala(A. MAYER) HUST. Scarce or rare. 

The one pool (T. 620 C; pH 3.0) dammed up by the water pipe leading to the Raicho 

hut， and the bath room (T. 520C; pH 3.0) of the Fusajii hut are both similarly circumst・

anced. But it is a question whether all the diatoms found from the impurities belong to 

living or subfossil. The reasion 1i田 inthat the subfossiI diatoms contained in the sulphur 

sediments may be carried with other materials downwards by erosion of the running 

theロnaIwater. 

1 must here mention an important fact of 1iving diatoms in this val1ey. Fuiii collected 

some algae in this valley where the temperature of the water is lOoC and the pH-value 4.4 
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in the morning of the 10 th， October， 1955. The diatoms attaching to algae are large in 

number and several in species as follow: (Text-figuse 3) 

Pinnularia braμnii (GRUN固)CLEVE var. amphiceρhala (A. MAYER) HUST. Dominant. 

Caloneis bacillum (GRUN.) MERESCHK. var二間cosiantissirna(GRUN.) A.CLEVE Common. 

Eunotia sゆtentrionalisOSTR. Common. 

Pinnularia superba A. CLEVE. Rare. 

Stauroneis 1うhoenicenteronEHR. var. intermedia (DIPP.) A. CLEVE. Rare 

Fragilaria sp由 Scarceor rare. 

1 
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Text崎figure3 

1. 2. Caloneis bαdllu問 (GRUN.)MERESCHK. var. incostantissima CGRUN.) A. CLEVE 

3. Pinnularia braunii (GRUN.) CLEVE var. al1ψlzic，φhala (A. MAYER) HUST. 

4. E担問。tiasettentrinalis OSTR. 

5. Pinnularia sujうerbaA. CLEVE 

6圃 Stauroneistho由licenferonEHR. var. infermedia (DIPP.) A. CLEVE 

(3) Diatoms in the water of Mikuriga-ike砂

Mikuriga-ike is a small crater lake， and at present， its volcanic activity can not be 

re∞gnized. 
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Two sorts of samples are preserved in my hand: one is a muc1c1y material collected by 

Ueki， c1ated on July， 1951 anc1 the other similar material collectec1 by Kojima， dated on 

October， 1955. 1n an assemblage of diatoms in these samples， there is a difference which 

can distinguishes one from another¥This c1ues to the discrepancy of c1ates and the position 

where the materials were collected by the above two collectors from the same 1必¥:e.

Following sp巴ciesare found in the former sample: (Text-figure 4) 

Cymbella hebridica (GREGORY) GRUN. 

ElUωtia suecica Ao CLEVEo 

Hantzshia amPhioxys (EHR.) GRUN. fo. catitata O. MULL. 

Pinnularia hemiptera (KTZ.) RABH. 

Pinnularia viridis (NτTZSCH) EI-IR. var. rUlうestris(HANTZSCH) CLEVE. 

Stauroneis ancゆSEHR. 

FolIowing species are founcl in tl司eIatter sample; (Text-figure 4). 

CymbeUa hebridicα(GREGORY) GRUN_ 

Epithemia sp. 

Eunotia valida HUST. (?) 

Pinnularia alゆendiculata(AGARDH) CLEVE. 

Pinnularia borealis EHR. 

Pinnularia borealis EHR. var. brevicostata HUST. 

Pinnularia hemiρtera (KTZ.) RABH. 

Pinnularia microstauron (EHR.) CLEVE fo. diminuta GRUN. 

Steρhanodiscus astraea (EHR.) GRUN. var intermedia FRJCKE. 

Cymbella hebridica and Pinnularia hemiρtera are common in both materials. 

(4) Diatoms in the water of a pool on Tengu-daira園

Common. 

Rare. 

Rare. 

Common. 

Rare. 

Rare句

Common. 

Rare. 

Rare. 

Coロl位lon.

Rare. 

Rare. 

Common. 

Rare. 

Rare. 

There are some small depressions on Tengu目c1airawhich are 5-10 m arounc1. The bed 

rock is a decomposec1 anc1esite， namely -a clay. Some c1iatoms are founc1 in the muc1dy 

sec1iment at the boUom of the poo1. 

The chief species are as fol1ows: (Text同figure5). 

Eωωtia sallax A. CLEVE var. lajぅ'ponicaA. CLEVE 

Eunotia nymannianαGRUN. 

Frustulia saxonica RABH. var. lettocゆhala(OSTR.) A. CLEVE 

Pinnularia hemilうtera(KTZ.) RABH. 

Pinnularia viridis (NJTZSCH) EHR. var. rUlうestris(HANTZSCH) CLEVE 

Common. 

Rare. 

Rare. 

Rare. 

Rare. 

Pinnularia hemilうteraanc1 Pinnularia viridis var. rupestris are already founc1 in the 

former sample of Mikuiriga-ike. Mikuriga-ike is a small crater lake， but the pool on Tengu-

daira is c1ifferent from that. Such a pool is also here anc1 there in出isplace as if it were a 

eroc1ec1 relic of the past. 
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Text-figure 4 

1. Eu~回tia lunaris (EHR.) GRUN. 

2. Eunofia valida HUST. (?) 

9 

40 
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3. Pi附 ulariaborealis EHR. var. brevioωtata HUST園

4. Pinnulαria borealis EHR. 

5. Pinnularia ajう.pendiculata(AGARDH) CLEVE 

11 

6. Pinnularia附 icrosia岬 'on(EHR.) CLEVE fo. dirninuta GRUN. 

10 

13 

7. Pin抑制lariaviridis (NITZSCH) EHR. var. ru.ρestris (HANTZSCH) CLEVE. 

8. Eunotia sueaca A CLEVE 

9. Cyrnbella hebridioα(GREG.) GRUN. 

10. Pinnularia hernitiera (KTZ.) RABH. 

11. Hantzschia arnthioxys (EHR.) GRUN. foωがtataO. MULL. 

12. Sta日γoneisanceρ'5 EHR. 

13. Etithernia sp. 

12 
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Description on Specie日

3 Text-figure 5 

1. Eunotia fallax A. CLEVE var_ 

lajうρonicaA. CLEVE 

2. Eunotia nyrnanniana GRUN. Syn. 

E. eェiglω(BR~B.) RABH. var. gibba 

HUST. 

3. P初日ulariaviridis (NITZSCH) EHR. 

var. nψ'estris (HANTZSCH) CLEVE 

4. Pinnularia hemittera (KTZ.) RABH. 

5， 6. Frustulia sa必onicaRABH. var. 

lelうtoceρ'hala(OSTR.) A. CLEVE. 

The following each species describes according to its frequent occurrence and its order of 

the above habitats. 

(1) 1. Pinnularia braunii (GRUN.) CLEVE var.αmjりhiceρhala(A. MAYER) HUST. 

Text-figure 2， 1，2 

HUSTEDT 1930， p. 319， fig. 578 

Length， 40-80μbreadth (in broad part)， 10-18μstriae， 10-12 in 10μ. 

Common. 

This form has been mentioned by several authors sllch as F. Hustedt (1930; 1938-'39)， 

K. Negoro (1941;1942)， M固 Saito(1949)，N. Foged (1953)， A. Cleve-Euler(1955) etc. 

Hllstedt (1938-'39) points out that Pinnularia braunii is pro1ific in the acidic water of 

the botanical garden of Bllitenzorg in Java， and the spring form preferably occurring in 

acidic water found in the temperature 20-350C and in the pH-value 6-7. Bllt the general 

limit of this form lies in the temperature 30-400 C and in the pH同vallle7-8. He also shows 

that the form found in the thermal spring of Bllkit ki1i kerul near Singkaraksee in Middle 

Sllmatra occurs in the water of 500C in the temperature and 7.5 in the pH-vallle. 

According to Negoro (1941;1942)， the form is widely distributed and occurs in abundance 

as a characteristic leading form in mineral-acidic waters of vo1canic regions in Japan. The 

pH-values of waters range from 1.7 to 7.3， yet the luxuriant growth is generally found in 
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acidic enviroment found in出epH-values 1. 7-nearly 4.0. He also considers that the 

up似ヨrmostlimit of temperatures of the cited water is 480C， but the favorable range for 

existance of this form seems to 1ie below 350C. 

Foged (1953) finds that出eform in Menyanth Lake which is situated on出einland of 

Sdr. Strゆmfjord，West GreenIand， is common in the water where the pH-values range from 

5 to 7. 

1n the samples of出eJigoku valley，出isform is common， and not onIy large in nuni民自r，

but also found in bo出 hotand cold water~ If Pinnularia braunii var. amlうhiceρhala
ob阻inedfrom the materials which were gathered from the source of the Fusaji thermal 

spring is a living form， it wi11 be true出atthe form occurs in the water of 780C in the 

temperature and 2.5 in the pH-value. 

2. Melosira islandica O. MむLL.
Text-figure 2， 3 

HlJBER-PESTALOZZI 1942， p. 384， Taf. CXII， Abb. 460 a 

Diameter，8μ. 

Dominant. 

According旬 Fustedt(1938-'39)，出eform is usually found in a wide limit， and esptヨcially

from mesohalob to eu仕ophewater of the interior among mountains as託 theform has a 

breeding田:asonin WInters. 

In the Jigoku valley， the form is dominant， and not stiI1 found in the thermal spring. 

3. Caloneis bacillum (GRUN.) MERESCHK. var. incostantissima (GRUN.) A. CLEVE 
Text-figure 2， 4 

A. CLEVE-EuLER 1955， p. 102， Fig. 1147仕C

Leng出， 55-85.μ; breadth (in broad part)， 10-15μ ， s仕iae，10-11 in 10μ. 

Rare. 

The form is quite alike to Caloneis bacillum. But according to the c1assification of A. 

Cleve司Euler(1955)， the form fits Caloneis bacillum var. incostantissima exactly. Caloneis 

bacillum is generally found in the water of oligohalob to krenophil. 

(2) 1. Pinnularia braunii (GRUN.) CLEVE var. amρhicePhala (A. MAYER) HUST. 
Text司figure3， 3 

Dominant. AIready described in (1)， 1. 

2. Caloneis bacillum (GRUN.) MERESCHK. var. incostantissima (GRUN.) A. CLEVE. 
Text-figure 3， 1， 2 

Common. Already d邸 cribedin (1)， 3. 

3. Eunotia seρtentrionalis OSTR. 
T位 t-figure3， 4 

FOGED 1953， p. 34， PL. II， 7， 8 

Length， 24-45μbreadth， 5μ. 

Common. 

According to Foged (1953)， the form belongs加 acidophilous. A. Cleve-Euler (1953)伊 ints

out that the form is found in 世田hwater here and也.erein Sweden and Finland. 
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4. Pinnularia S2ψerba A. CLEVE 
Text-figure 3， 5 

A. CLEVE-EuLER 1955， p. 71， Fig. 1096 

E怠ngth，110μbreadth， 18μstriae， 8一9in 10μ 

Very rare. 

A. Cleve-Euler (1955) shows that the form is found in brooks of mountains (minerotrap-

hent!i. 

5. Stauroneis 1りhoenicenteronEHR. var. intermedia (DIPP.) A. CLEVE 
Text-figure 3， 6 

A. CLEVE-EuLER 1953， p. 210， Fig. 944， e 

Length， 95μbre泊dth011 central part)， 20μstriae， Iack c1earness. 

Rare. 

1n general， the form is cosmopo1itan in fresh water. 

(3) Recent diatoms in Mikuriga-ike are large in nllmber and several in species. Although 

Mikuriga-ike is sitllated near the Jigoku valley， there is no connection with the water of 

the valley. 

1. Cymbella hebridica (GREGORY) GrwN. 
Tex討t-吋ヨ泊f喧f臼ig忠別ure4， 9 

HUSTEDT 1930， p. 359， Fig. 662 

Length， 40μ; breadth， 9-10μstriae， 9-10 in 10μー

Common. 

According to Hustedt (1930)， the form is a Northern alpine type. Foged (1953) sh()ws 

that the form is boreal species and belongs to acidophiIous. A. Cleve-Euler (1955) points out 

that the form OCCllrs in fresh water as in the Iimit from mesohalob to eutrophe water. 

Therefore the form is common in lal王出 and brooks of mOllntains. 

2. Pinnularia hemiptera (KTZ.) RABH. 
Text闇figure4， 10 

A. CLEVE-EuLER 1955， p. 35， Fig. 1042 a， b 

Length， 60μbreadth， 16μstriae， 9-10 in 10μ. 

Common. 

Ac∞rding to Hllstedt (1938-'39)， the form occurs in the water of the pH-values 4 to 7. 

3. Pinnularia alうtendiculata(AGARDH) CLEVE 
Text同figllre4， 5 

HUSTEDT 1930， p. 317， Fig. 570 

Length，80μbreadth， 8-10，u; striae， 8-9 in 10/1. 

Common. 

According to Hllstedt (1930)， the form is not small in nllmber in mountains. He (1938-

'39) also indicates that the pH-values of water range from 4.3 to 8. 

4. Eunotia suecica A. CLEVE 
Text-figllre 4， 8 

HUSTEDT 1930， P固 174，Fig恥 210

Length， 45μstriae， 9-10 in 10μ. 
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Rare. 

Hustedt (1930) shows that the form is a Northern alpine type。

5. Hantzschia amPhioxys (EHR.) GRUN. fo. caρitata O. MULL. 
Text-figure 4， 11 

A. CLEVE-EuLER 1952， p. 49， Fig. 1419 t 

Length，36μbreadth， 8μ. 

Rare. 

The form is common in fresh water. 

6. Pinnularia viridis (NITZSCH) EHR. var. rUlうestris(HANTZSCH) CLEVE 
Text-figure 4， 7 

HUSTEDT 1930， p. 334 ，Fig図 617a 

Length， 67μbreadth， 16μstriae， 7-9 in 10μ. 

Rare. 

The form is generally common in mOl1ntains. According to Hustedt (1938-'39)， Pinnularia 

viridis is common In the water of the pH-valves 6.6 to 8.53. 

7. Stauroneis anceρS EHR. 
TexHigure 4， 12 

HUSTED 1930， p. 256， Fig. 405 

Length，90μbreadth， 20μ。

Rare. 

The form is cosmopo1itan in general (Indiffirent). 

8. Eunotia lunaris (EHR.) GRUN図

TexHigure 4， J 
HUSTED 1930， p. 183， Fig. 249 

Length， 90-100μbreadth， 4μ. 

Rare. 

According to Foged (1953)， the form is a rather eurytopic species， which， however， s配 ms

to prefer oligotrophic localities， as its optimum undoubtedly occurs in a humic acid mi1ieu. 

9. Pinnularia borealis EHR. 
Text-figure 4， 4 

HUSTEDT 1930， p. 326， Fig咽 597

Length. 40μbreadth， 10μstriae， 4-5 in 10μ. 

Rare. 

According to Hustedt (1930; 1938-'39)， the form is common in mOl1ntains， and found in 

the pHovalues about 4 to 8. Foged (1953) shows that this is widely distributed in most 

acidic and 問 utral samples， rare in the alkalic samples， and often occurring as an 

aerophilous form in West greenland. 

10. Pinnularia borealis EHR. var. brevicostαta HUST. 
Text-figure4， 3 

HUSTEDT 1930， p. 326， Fig⑤ 598 

Length， 40μbreadth， 16μstriae， 4-5 in 10μ. 

Rare. 
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Ac∞rding to Hustedt (1938一'39)，the form is cosmopo1itan， and has the same chracters 

of the above said species P. borealis. 

11. Pinnularia microstauron (EHR.) CLEVE fo. diminuta GRUN. 
Text-figure 4， 6 

HUSTEDT 1930， p. 321， Fig. 585 

Length， 37μbreadth， 7μstriae， 9-10 in 10μ. 

Rare. 

According to Hustedt (1938-'39)， the form occurs from alkalic to light acidic water in 

mountains. 

12. Steρhanodiscus astraea (EHR.) GRUN. var. intermedia FRICKE 

HUSTEDT 1930， p. 110， Fig. 85 

Diameter， 23μ. 

Very rare (Fragments). 

The form is found in every fresh water sediment in our country. 

(4) Diatoms found in the muddy materials in a pool on Tengudaira is not large in 

number. The chief diatoms are as follows: 

1. Eunotia fiallax A. CLEVE var. laρρonica A. CLEVE 
Text目figure5， 1 

A. CLEVE-EuLER 1053， p. 100. Fig. 427 a町b

Length， 43μbreadth， 5μ. 

Common. 

The form is especialIy common in mountains (acidophilous). 

2. Eunotia nymanniana GRUN. Syn.， E. exigua (BR舌B.)RABH. var. gibba HUST. 
Text司figure5， 2 

A. CLEVE-EuLER 1953， p. 108， Fig. 445 a-d 

Length， 60μbreadth， 5μ. 

The form is common in springs of mountains. According to Hustedt (1938-'39)， its pH-

values of water range from 4.8 to 7.7. 

3. Frustuliαsaxonica RABH. var. lφtoceρhala (OSTR.) A. CLEVE 
Text-figure 5， 5， 6 

A. CLEVE-EuLER 1952， p. 8， Fig. 132'7 c同e

Length， 40-60μbreadth， 12-17μ-

Rare. 

According to Hustedt (1938-'39)， the form is common in streams and springs of the pH旬

、ralu田 4.8to 7.7園 Especially，this is a dominant form in humic acidic water with the pH-

values under 7. A. Cleve-Euler (1953) shows that the form is common in fresh water or in 

such acidic ilトfeededwater， as swamps and mossy places everywhere. 

4. Pinnularia viridis (NITZSCH) EHR. var. rUjうestris(HANTZSCH) CLEVE 

Text-figure 5， 3 

Rare. Already described in (3)， 6。

5. Pinnularia hemiptera (KTZ.) RABH. 
Text-figure 5， 4 
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Rare. Already described in (3)， 2. 

Ecological Notes 

Species of diatom show in a broad way the natural enviroment of its habitat. A detai!ed 

report concerning to each species， recent or in fossil， is requ加 dfor the interpretation of a 

geological occurrence in field， but it is still difficult to meet with one satisfying fully this 

requirement at present. 

Some of species which were found in a certain area are of important in their ecological 

chracters. For example， Pinnularia braunii vaL amlうhicelうhalais worth special mention. 

The form is found in the sulphur-bearing muddy sediments and a1田 inthe water of this 

valley. The former belongs to a subfossil， and the latter to a recent in the same form. 

The sulpher-bearing materials are now settling on the botlom of this valley. This fact shows 

that the completed layers have a1so occurred in such a way in the near-Recent. 

Pinnularia braunii var. am1りhicelうhalais prolific in the acidic waters of which the pH四

values show about 4.5. Although the uppermost limit of the temper社 ureof the origin of 

the Fusagi thermal spring is 780C but the favorable limit for existence of the form seems 

to exist from 20 to 350C. 

Other species such as Melosira islandica and Pinnularia sUlうerbaare found in mountains 

like other places of our and foreign countries. Caloneis bacillum， Cαloneis bacillum var. 

incostantissima. Eunotia seρtentrionalis and Stauroneis 1うhoenicenteronvar. intermedia 

are respectively rare form in this valley， and the above two species of Caloneis sometimes 

known as indifferent and alkaliphilous. 

Next problem is to show that whether the recent diatoms iロMikurigail王eare independent 

or not with other organisms of such plac田部出eJigoku-val1ey and the pool on Tengu-

daira. 

Cymbella hebridica is a common form in Mikuriga-ike， and yet not small in general in 

lakes and brooks of mountains. P?:nnularia appendiculatαis found in all parts of our 

country， especially large in mountains. Pinnularia hemiρtera occurs in the pH-values of 

water from 4 to 8 as wel1 as those of Pinnularia aPlうendiculata.These two species are 

common and large in number in Mikuriga-ike. Pinnularia microstauron is also found as a 

rare species， but the form as the above two species is one of dwellers in mountai問。 Afew 

rare species such as Eunotia suecica， Pinnularia viridis var. rzψestris are chracteristic in 

mountains， and the former is a Northern alpine type， and the lat土.ercommon in acidic 

water. Eunot 
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laρlうonicageneral1y occurs in mountains， and belongs to acidophilous. Eunotia nymannia仰

is a rare form in this凹 01，but known commonly in springs of mountains. Frusiulia 

saxonica var. leρtoceρhala is a chracteristic form found in acidic humic waters with pH-

value under 7. 

Generally speaking， diatoms found from all samples collected in this area chiefly belong 

to acidophilous， and a few to alkaliphilous. As a chracteristic leading form in the thermal 

spring of the Jigoku valley， Pinnularia braunii var. amρhiceρhala is of importance. Next， 

Pinnularia hemilうteraand Pinnularia vu'idis var. ruρestris are only two common fonns 

in the both waters of Mikuriga-ike and the pool of Tengu-daira. 

Smnmary 

Diatoms from the Jigoku valley and its neighbomhood are divided into four classes du巴to

th位 g的，logicalanc1 g田 graphicaloccurr，εnces. (1) Subfossil diatoms in the sulphur-bearing 

sediments. (2) Diatoms in the thermal spring. (3) Diatoms in the water of Mikuriga-ike 

(4) Diatoms in the watβr of a pool on Tengu目daira.

(1) and (2) have a deep connection with 四 chother in their occurrences. As a chracter司

istic leading form found in the samples， Pinnularia braunii var. amρhiceρhala is a v巴'ry

important form. (3) is a small crater lake， and (4) a small pool. The waters of (3) and 

(4) are of fresh， and the forms which was founc1 in these waters are all recent. Acic1ophilous 

types are generaUy common， and some of them are also known as dwel1ers in mountains. 

Pinnulαria hemiptera anc1 Pinnularia viridis var. ruρestris are only two common species 

in (3) and (4). 

A problem lies in the Jigoku valley and its neighbourhood， but as far as 1 observe， th巴re

exists a fact that diatoms are not confused with each other in the two groups of habitas 

((1)， (2) and (3)， (4工)of this area， and that rather a distinct boundary stands in the 

differences of the two natural enviroments. In conc1usion， 1 may say that Pinnularia brazmii 

var. αω11ψhuたceゆρh初αJμa is common in some acidic min立ler司叫al

al口1dlimonite d由ep伊os討it岱sdistributed i加nour c∞βun百mtyん. 
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